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			The data you collect about your patients is one of the greatest assets that any
		
			business has available. Buried within the data is all sorts of valuable information
		
			that could make a significant difference to the way you run your business and
		
			interact with your patients. But how can you discover it?
		


		
			This IBM Redbook focuses on a specific industry sector, the health care sector,
		
			and explains how IBM DB2 Intelligent Miner for Data (IM for Data) is the solution
		
			that will allow you to mine your own business.
		


		
			This redbook is one of a family of redbooks that has been designed to address
		
			the types of business issues that can be solved by data mining in different
		
			industry sectors. The other redbooks address the retail, banking, and telecoms
		
			sectors.
		


		
			Using specific examples for health care, this book will help medical personnel to
		
			understand the sorts of business issues that data mining can address, how to
		
			interpret the mining results, and how to deploy them in health care. Medical
		
			personnel will want to skip certain sections of the book, such as “The data to be
		
			used”, “Sourcing and preprocessing the data”, and “Evaluating the data”.
		


		
			This book will also help implementers to understand how a generic mining
		
			method can be applied. This generic method describes how to translate the
		
			business issues into a data mining problem and some common data models that
		
			you can use. It explains how to choose the appropriate data mining technique
		
			and then how to interpret and deploy the results.
		


		
			Although no in-depth knowledge of Intelligent Miner for Data is required, a basic
		
			understanding of data mining technology is assumed.
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Linux System Administration Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2009
The job of Linux systems administrator is interrupt-driven and requires constant learning in byte-wise chunks. This book gives solutions to modern problems, even some you might not have heard of, such as scripting LDAP, making Mac clients play nice with Linux servers, and backup, security, and recovery scripts. Author Juliet Kemp takes a broad...
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Professional Plone 4 DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2011

	I suspect Martin plied me to write this foreword while out one evening during the 2010 Plone Conference in Bristol. Full from an excellent dinner and even better conversation, beer in hand, who could say no?


	I've long envied Martin's ability to write. Text and code flow from his fingers at a rate that I can't even begin...
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Information Retrieval for Music and MotionSpringer, 2007
A general scenario that has attracted a lot of attention for multimedia information retrieval is based on the query-by-example paradigm: retrieve all documents from a database containing parts or aspects similar to a given data fragment. However, multimedia objects, even though they are similar from a structural or semantic viewpoint, often reveal...
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Algorithms and Protocols for Wireless, Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (Wiley Series on Parallel and Distributed Computing)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
Learn the fundamental algorithms and protocols for wireless and mobile ad hoc networks
Advances in wireless networking and mobile communication technologies, coupled with the proliferation of portable computers, have led to development efforts for wireless and mobile ad hoc networks. This book focuses on several aspects of wireless ad hoc...
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Introduction to Media Production, Fourth Edition: The Path to Digital Media ProductionFocal Press, 2009

	Introduction to Media Production began years ago as an alternative text that would cover ALL aspects of media production, not just film or just tv or just radio. Kindem and Musburger needed a book that would show students how every form of media intersects with one another, and about how one needs to know the background history of how...
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Biochemistry of Signal Transduction and RegulationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003


	This book has originated from lectures on regulation and signal transduction that are

	offered to students of biochemistry, biology and chemistry at the University of Bayreuth.

	The idea to write a book on signal transduction was born during the preparations

	of these lectures where I realized that it is extremely difficult to achieve...
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